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The Ma era

• Ma entered office in 2008 as KMT golden boy, with mandate to

clean up government, improve China relations and improve

economy

• Adopted a ‘China-friendly’ stance, notably the “1992 consensus”

• Quick resumption of semi-official dialogue led to series of

economic agreements, culminating in ECFA, a partial FTA with

China

• Comfortably re-elected in 2012; economy ok but:

• By 2014 Ma’s approval ratings were in single digits & remained in

teens (cf Nixon post-Watergate was 24%)

• What happened?! And what were the consequences in society?



• Ma entered office in 2008 with substantial margin of victory & big KMT

legislative majority (80/113 seats).

• Chen’s 8 year administration: inept governance, ideological mobilization,

diplomatic gridlock, international marginalization & corruption.

• Disillusioned & fatigued, voters gave Ma a mandate to improve cross-

Strait relations and reinvigorate the economy.

• DPP: in disarray ->KMT looked set to resume position it gave up when

Chen was unexpectedly elected in 2000.



• Cross-Strait relations during Ma’s first term very different to his

predecessors Chen and Lee

• Under Lee & Chen cross-Strait relations followed a cyclical pattern of

“working silences” punctuated by “provocative statements”.

• “special state to state relations” and “one country on each side” + Beijing’s

intractable “One China” position = periodic spikes in tension

• Lee & Chen characterized as “pro-independence”.

• -> rapidly growing informal socio-economic connections & deadlocked

official relations



• Ma quickly endorsed the ‘1992 consensus’

• ‘92 consensus’= there is one China but the ROC and PRC have different

interpretations about which government is the legitimate representative

• During Lee Teng-hui ‘two state’ era, it has become Beijing’s minimum

requirement

• Chen (and the current DPP) say it doesn’t exist



• Ma adopted the “Three Nos” (No unification, No independence, and No

war)

• Soon after inauguration, the semi-official Straits Exchange Foundation

(SEF) and Beijing’s Association for Relations Across the Taiwan Strait

(ARATS) resumed dialogue for the first time since the mid-1990s.

• Focus on “easy” economic issues, regulating existing practices &

smoothing economic interactions

• Avoid security, sovereignty & ‘politics’



• Fast agreements on charter flights, mainland tourists, direct shipping

links, daily cross-Strait flights and improved postal services.

• Then food safety, crime, and financial cooperation

• Paved the way for the Economic Cooperation Framework Agreement

(ECFA) (a limited FTA)

• Despite domestic opposition, ECFA passed in June 2010, removing

tariffs on hundreds of products and becoming the centrepiece policy of

Ma’s first term.



• Diplomatic Truce- competition for allies

• Taipei stops annual marshalling of allies to propose its entry into the UN

• Beijing “allows” Taiwan’s participation in international organizations e.g.

World Health Assembly, ICAO etc, as “Chinese Taipei”

• Ma’s policies and personal modus operandi not universally popular but

significant achievements vis-à-vis China (which most Taiwanese see as

major economic opportunity and strategic threat)



Ma’s goals

1. Stabilize cross-Strait relations

2. Revive the economy by opening up to China

3. Maintain national dignity

4. Roll back his predecessor’s de-Sinification program by 

emphasizing Taiwan’s Chinese-ness



Ma’s scorecard

1. Cross-Strait relations

Pros: 

• Established a framework for working with China

• Institutionalized dialogue & cooperation

• Value of cross-Strait trade increased substantially

• Tone of relations best ever



Cons:

• Underlying military threat undiminished

• National security under-emphasized

• Over-dependence on China’s economy

• Too quick, too far for most Taiwanese



• 2. Reviving the economy

Pros: 

• Despite financial crisis growth was good, exports up

• ECFA greatly benefited some sectors of economy

• Trade & remittances from China at all time high

• Investment, tourists, students from China in Taiwan



Cons:

• Not generalized benefits across economy

• ECFA implementation obstacles; CSSTA stalled in legislature

• Wage stagnation, rising house prices, relative deprivation

• Hollowing out, overdependence on China, lack of investment



• 3. Maintain national dignity

• Pros

• Taiwan’s international participation expanded, # of allies steady

• International image improved due to stability in Strait

• Steadfast grip on “different interpretations”



• Cons

• Taiwan’s international participation depended on Beijing

• Must accept “Chinese Taipei” or “Taiwan, Province of China” name

• Ma downplayed Taiwan’s democracy & ability to choose

• “1992 Consensus” was anything but a consensus in Taiwan



• 4. Chinese identity project

• Pros

• Established the “sincerity” Beijing demands

• Emphasis on ROC rather than Taiwan

• Significant discursive change 



• Cons

• Went against trajectory of Taiwanese public opinion

• Limited & locked in Taiwan’s options on national identity

• Ma’s “Chinese dream” (my coinage) incongruous for young



Social Movement Resurgence after 2008
Revival of “dormant” movements

• Student movement, “wild strawberry” (2008) and Sunflower Movement 
(2014)

• Labor May Day Demonstration

• Farmers movement against land expropriation

• Anti-nuclear movement (after Fukushima incident)



Social Movement Resurgence

– Movements to gain new constituencies

• The middle-class PBS (公共電視) audience, and then students in the media 

reform movement

• Consumer movement to initiate referendum over the American beef issue

• Artists and literary writers in the environmental and antinuclear movement

• Lawyers and medical doctors in the Sunflower movement

• High school students against the new curriculum



Social Movement Resurgence after 2008

– Significant movement victories

• Anti-casino movement in Penghu (2009)

• The defeat of Kuokuang Petrochemical Project (國光石化) (2011)

• Anti-media monopoly movement (2012)

• “White-shirt army” and the reform of military justice (2013)

• Sunflower and the CSSTA(服貿) (2014)

• Nuclear PP4 halted and mothballed (2014)



Conservative Orientation of the KMT Government 

– Ma government put forward many regressive policies that threatened 
previous movement gains

– Furloughed workers without protection (2009) (無薪假)

– Resuming capital punishment in 2010

– Promoting nuclear power as “low-carbon energy”

– Continuing disputed construction against the court decision, ex. To continue 
Central Science Park Phase Three (中科三期)  and Miramar Resort (美麗灣)



The Increasingly Narrow Policy Channel 

• The decreased number of movement activists in official decision-

making channels.

– Committee of Women’s Right Promotion (婦女權益促進委員會)

– Human Rights Advisory Committee (人權諮詢委員會) 

– Nuclear-Free Homeland Commission (非核家園委員會) 

– Gender Equality Education Commission (性別平等教育委會)



The new discourses of social movements (I)

– The resurgent social movements accentuated the sense of relative 

deprivation in that that economic growth was perceived to benefit the 

few while the majority of the people were left behind.

– “land justice” (土地正義), “living justice” (居住正義),“generation 

justice” (世代正義)

– The sense of relative deprivation among young people (Bomb 

Generation, 崩世代)



The new discourses of social movements (II)

– Citizens’ Movement(公民運動)

• Nonpartisanship, beyond blue and green,

• Public participation and civic engagement as a virtue

• “Amateurs” (素人) or “netizens” (網民) can make a difference

– The speech “Citizens’ Awakening” (公民覺醒) on August 3 2013 as 

the founding text



The new discourses of social movements (III)

– “China factor” increasingly perceived as a threat to 
Taiwan’s democracy

• NGOs Coalitions led by the lawyer 賴中強
– The Alliance for Supervision on Cross-Strait 

Agreement (兩岸協議監督聯盟) (2010)

– The Democratic Front Against Black Box of Cross-
Strait Trade in Services Agreement (反黑箱服貿民主
陣線) (2013)

– Economic Democratic Union (經濟民主連合)(2014)

• Student activism more explicitly on China factor
– Human rights framing in Wild Strawberry Movement 

(2009)

– Naming the China factor in Anti-media monopoly 
movement (2012)

– Speaking out Taiwan Independence in Sunflower 
movement (2014)



Growing radicalism

– Civil disobedience (公民不服從) became more acceptable among 

students and activists before the Sunflower Movement

• Blocking the railroad at Taipei Railroad Station (Feb 2013) by 

unemployed workers and students

• “Occupying” the Ministry of the Interior (Aug 2013) to protest the Tapu

land expropriation

– Vindication by the courts



2014 Sunflower movement

• March 2014 students occupied Legislature

• Protest ‘abuse of power’ by Ma (railroaded new trade
with China through legislature without proper review)

• Students said they were protecting democracy,
demanded deal renegotiated & properly supervised

• Still occupied legislature after 3 weeks; massive
protest to support students on March 30

• In terms of the media, the Sunflowers were
interesting because they clearly learned from
Occupy: setting up own livestream, hackpad, social
media to communicate & circumvent msm
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Was Sunflower movement inevitable?

– The CSSTA controversy directly related to

• (1) the sense of growing injustice, 

• (2) failures of the opposition DPP

• (3) the China factor as a threat

– Experienced activists

• Students nation-wide network after 2008

• New NGOs established after 2008 



The Power of the Sunflowers

– The political opportunity for Sunflower Movement

• Ma low popularity

• KMT disunion (Ma-Wang rivalry, the tension between Ma and his successors)

– The Success of the Sunflowers

• CSSTA delayed, more oversight on cross-strait negotiation as a consensus, Ma 
mainland agenda derailed

• Inspired a new wave of political activisms (recalling KMT lawmakers, congress 
supervision, amending Referendum Law and voting age etc).



The DPP’s attitude toward social movements
• Tsai Ing-wen’s friendlier gestures

– Social Movement Department in 2009

– “Fairness and Justice”(公平正義) in the 2012 

election

• In reality, the DPP actual attitude is pragmatic

– Opposing Kuokuang Petrochemical only after 2011

– Turning antinuclear after Fukushima

– Opposing the CSSTA after the congress occupation

• Movement activists suspicion over the DPP 

instrumentalism



Conclusion

– A new protest cycle began in 2008

– Taiwan’s civil society influences foreign relations (cross-strait), not just 

domestic politics, and also the Hong Kong connection

• Was the Sunflower Movement of 2014 a culmination or turning point?

• Movement parties participated and won seats in 2016 election

• Relations with the new DPP government – pressing from the left


